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Go has long been considered as a testbed for arti-
cial intelligence. By introducing certain quantum fea-
tures, such as superposition and collapse of wavefunc-
tion, we experimentally demonstrate a quantum ver-
sion of Go by using correlated photon pairs entangled
in polarization degree of freedom. e total dimension
ofHilbert space of the generated states grows exponen-
tially as two players take turns to place the stones in
time series. As nondeterministic and imperfect infor-
mation games are more dicult to solve using nowa-
days technology, we excitedly nd that the inherent
randomness in quantum physics can bring the game
nondeterministic trait, which does not exist in the clas-
sical counterpart. Some quantum resources, like co-
herence or entanglement, can also be encoded to repre-
sent the state of quantum stones. Adjusting the quan-
tum resourcemay vary the average imperfect informa-
tion (as comparison classical Go is a perfect informa-
tion game) of a single game. We further verify its non-
deterministic feature by showing the unpredictability
of the time series data obtained from dierent classes
of quantum state. Finally, by comparing quantum Go
with a few typical games that are widely studied in ar-
ticial intelligence, we nd that quantum Go can cover
a wide range of game diculties rather than a single
point. Our results establish a paradigm of inventing
new games with quantum-enabled diculties by har-
nessing inherent quantum features and resources, and
provide a versatile platform for the test of new algo-
rithms to both classical and quantum machine learn-
ing.
INTRODUCTION
Go has represented a typically challenging game for ar-
ticial intelligence due to its tremendous search space. For
other classical board games such as chess and checkers, re-
searchers have trained the programs to exceed professional
∗ xianmin.jin@sjtu.edu.cn
players by using brute force tree-search combined with hu-
man expertise in early days[1]. However, brute force tree-
search cannot deal with the game of Go; enumeration of all
possible moves seems like an impossible mission for comput-
ers. To solve this problem, the researchers adopted theMonte
Carlo tree search method in programming, which made pro-
grams achieving a strong amateur player’s level[2–4]. In
2016, AlphaGo shocked the world by beating Lee Sedol in
a ve-game match using deep neural networks [5]. Later,
Google announced that a new program AlphaGo Zero which
based solely on reinforcement learning defeated AlphaGo
with 100:0 aer a short time self-playing [6].
As one of the most complex board games in terms of possi-
ble game states, Go is actually not the hardest game to tackle
for machine learning algorithms. e diculty not only de-
pends on the complexity of the game (state-space complex-
ity or game-tree complexity[7]) but also is highly related
to the features and strategies of the game. e games are
therefore classied in light of their features [8]: determinis-
tic/nondeterministic and perfect/imperfect information. All
the gambling games are nondeterministic games, as shuing
cards or rolling dice brings the randomness into these games.
In imperfect information games, all players can only access a
part of game states.
Go is a deterministic (the course of a game is only deter-
mined by players’ decisions) and perfect information game
(both players can see all the stones on the board, no player
has private information about the game state that the other
player does not know). Aer Alpha Go, the community
moved interest to nondeterministic and imperfect informa-
tion games, like Poker, Mahjong and even video games like
StarCra, Dota2 [9–13]. In these games, the players need
to guess what other players know, and consider the factors
induced by the uncontrolled randomness, which makes the
games much more dicult to solve[14]. To master these
games provides a benchmark at a higher level for machine
learning algorithms.
We nd that the nondeterministic and imperfect infor-
mation traits of games perfectly suit the inherent features
of quantum physics, for example, quantum-enabled intrin-
sic randomness. To realize a quantum version of game Go,
we employ entangled photons associatedwith the built-in su-
perposition and randomness to simulate the quantum stones,
which can occupy two places simultaneously instead of only
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2one intersection. Apart from the nondeterministic feature,
the imperfect information feature can also be introduced to
quantumGo by using non-maximally entangled states, where
the biased correlation can keep the private information to
the other player until the state is measured. e nondeter-
ministic and imperfect degree of the game can be tuned by
engineering the quantum entanglement. us, quantum Go
is dierent from all other nondeterministic and imperfect in-
formation games since it can cover a wide range of game dif-
culties rather than a single point, which gives a wide range
of benchmarks for articial intelligence.
e phenomenon that superposition states can exist in
quantum systems[15] is a signicant feature in quantum
physics and enables many applications that are impossi-
ble in the classical world. A crossover between vari-
ous modern sciences and quantum mechanical laws has
stimulated many promising technologies such as quantum
communication[16–19], quantum computation[20, 21], and
quantum machine learning[23]. In classical machine learn-
ing, researchers tend to use the classical board and card
games as the testbeds because these games provide closed
worlds with specic and simple rules[24] as well as a clear
benchmark. While quantum versions of various machine
learning algorithms have been proposed[25–27] and experi-
mentally implemented[28–31], a testbed for these algorithms
remains elusive. In this work, we propose a quantum version
of Go that could be an excellent candidate as a testbed for
both classical and quantum machine learning.
e paper is organized as following, we rst introduce
the basic rule of quantum Go, then experimentally demon-
strate the game. We get the high-quality quantum stones us-
ing polarization-entangled photons and we employ a time-
of-ight storage module to collect massive time series data.
We demonstrate dierent nondeterministic and imperfect de-
grees of the game by tuning the quantum entanglement. Fi-
nally, we present a demo for the data we collected by showing
a real Kifu in nite moves.
THE FEATURES OF QUANTUM GO
In the quantum version of game Go, the rst modication
of classical Go (see Methods for the rules of classical Go) is
that the players can put a quantum stone at two intersections
simultaneously each turn based on the superposition princi-
ple of quantummechanics. e quantum stones will only oc-
cupy the intersections, but they will not reduce the liberties
(when a stone has no liberty it will be captured) of neighbors’
stones. It means that one can not capture the other’s stones
with quantum stones.
Another unique feature of quantumGo is the quantum-like
collapse measurement rule, when one player decides to place
a quantum stone adjacent to the existed stones, the collapse
process takes place. In the quantum world, the measurement
induces a superposition state collapse to a certain classical
state. Such a measurement may not be done on purpose, as
long as the state interacts with the environment that makes
it possible for one to extract the information of the states in
principle, no maer whether or not there exists a conscious
being actually reaching that information.
e same idea is transferred to quantum Go, where we de-
ne the directly adjacent (up, down, le, and right) intersec-
tions of a quantum stone as its detectable area. e quan-
tum stones will not interact with empty intersections until
another stone goes into its detectable area, making the po-
sitional information of the quantum stone determined. Aer
the collapse process, the quantum stonewill be determinately
seled in one of the two intersections, and become a classical
stone.
A quantum stonewill occupy two intersections. e player
who places the quantum stonewould choose one intersection
as position p1 and the other as position p2. e information
of choices is sent to the referee or a judgment system while
the information is kept secret to the other player until the
stone is measured. Each quantum stone can be expressed as:
|ψ〉 = a1|1〉p1 |0〉p2 + a2|0〉p1 |1〉p2 , (1)
where |1〉p1 |0〉p2 represents a stone on the intersection p1 not
on p2, and vice versa. |a1|2 and |a2|2 are proportional to the
probability to collapse onto p1 and p2 respectively.
Fig.1a shows the rst fourmoves of a game. Inmove 4, 4 is
placed to be adjacent to 1 and 3 , which causes these three
stones to be measured. In the game state of move 3, there
are two black quantum stones, which can collapse to 4 dier-
ent game states (Fig.1b). ese 4 states are indistinguishable
for the white player to make the strategy of placing 4 . e
player’s choices of p1 and p2 are recorded (Fig.1c), and mak-
FIG. 1. Placing stones and collapse measurement. a, An exam-
ple of the rst four moves of a game. In Move 3, there are 3 quantum
stones on the board. In Move 4, as 4 is placed next to 1 and 3 , the
detectable area of these three quantum stones contains other stones,
which causes the collapse measurements. Aer the measurements,
1 , 3 and 4 become classical stones. b, e indistinguishable states
for the white player making the decision to place 4 . In the man-
ner of imperfect information games, these states will be put into the
same information set of the white player. c, e choices of p1 and
p2 corresponding to the two intersections of quantum stone and the
collapse measurement results are recorded in the table.
3FIG. 2. Sketch of quantum Go machine. a, Experimental setup of the quantum stone box. e generated photon pairs can be tuned
to maximally entangled states, non-maximally entangled states and product states to behave as dierent quantum stones, see Methods. b,
e collapse measurement module. Aer the photons come into this module, they will be measured by the polarizing beam splier (PBS)
then the quantum state collapses to path 1 and 3 (or path 2 and 4). Four single photon detectors transfer the photon signals to electronic
signals. c, e time-of-ight storage module. Four output channels from the collapse measurement module will be guided into this module.
e collapse result information of each pair of the entangled photons can be acquired aer seing a proper coincidence time window, and
recorded as an eective stored state in the time series data. We encode the signals coincidence in Channel 1 and 3 as “1”, and Channel 2 and
4 as “0”. d, Sketch of playing quantum Go with the quantum stones from the time series data. Two robot arms represent the two agents who
help to execute the game of quantum Go together. ey pick the quantum stones from the quantum stone box alternately and put every
stone onto two intersections of the virtual board. When a quantum stone is put on an intersection that has neighbors, the game will get the
collapse results from the time series data with a backdated measurement in the collapse measurement module.
ing the game an imperfect information game (see detail in
Methods).
In addition, if |a1|2 = |a2|2, the choice information of p1
and p2 will not give one player more information, in other
words, the game has no private information. Meanwhile, if
|a1|2 6= |a2|2, the gamewill have the private information that
makes the game an imperfect information game.
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
A. Entangled photons act as quantum stones
In our experiment, we use 2-qubit correlated photon pairs
to be the quantum stones. As the two players take turns
to place the quantum stones, the total dimension of Hilbert
space of the generated states grows exponentially. Since the
generated state is a tensor product state, we can use time se-
ries photon pairs to simulate the process
|Ψ1〉 =
N⊗
n=1
|ψ〉τ2n−1 , |Ψ2〉 =
N⊗
n=1
|ψ〉τ2n , (2)
where τ together with index n(n ∈ N+) indicate the dis-
crete time of placing the stones, |Ψ1〉 and |Ψ2〉 represent the
states for two players respectively, and the total state can be
expressed as |Ψ〉 = |Ψ1〉 ⊗ |Ψ2〉.
In our experiment, the state |ψ〉τn(n ∈ N+) for the two
players are realized by a pair of entangled photons that are
spectrally indistinguishable. Unlike the classical counterpart,
all quantum Go stones can be generated in one stone box and
are identical before measurement. As shown in Fig.2a, we in-
troduce details of the preparation of the quantum stone box,
where polarization encoded photons are made to act as the
quantum stones (see Methods). e state of each entangled
photon pair can be expressed as
|ψ〉τn = cos θ|H〉1|V 〉2 + eiφ sin θ|V 〉1|H〉2. (3)
For convenience, we oen omit the subscript of the states.
Since Eq.(3) and Eq.(1) are very similar in form, it would be
natural to map the superposition of the quantum stones’ lo-
cations on the board onto the superposition of |H〉|V 〉 and
|V 〉|H〉 for entangled photons in the Hilbert spaces.
In each turn, the players can decide their possible moves.
e positions of the stones are recorded in a virtual game
board (e.g., a computer terminal). When a player places a
stone that causes the collapse measurement subsection, all
the involved entangled photons are measured by two po-
larizing beam spliers (Fig.2b). ere is a probability of
|cos θ|2(|sin θ|2) that photon 1 reects to path1 (transmits to
path2) and photon 2 transmits to path3 (reects to path4),
4FIG. 3. Measured time series data of maximally entangled states and autocorrelationmeasurements. a, A section of the time series
data from the four channels within 0.1 seconds. e insets below show the quantum stones by further zooming the time scale of 0.01 seconds
and 0.001 seconds. b-c, e experimental results of autocorrelation measurement. e lag is applied from 1 to 10000 for the time series data
of 200000 quantum stones, for maximally entangled states (b) and non-maximally entangled states (c). e red line gives the 95% condence
bounds. e insets on the right give the statistics of the number of dierent autocorrelation values. e quantity within the 95% condence
bound is 95.40% and 95.68% respectively.
which will determine the quantum stone collapse onto in-
tersection p1(p2). at is, we can get a denite statistical
possibility of the collapse measurement result for a deter-
mined state. However, for each certain photon pair, whether
it comes out to path 1&3 or path 2&4 aer the measurement
is unpredictable, no maer how advanced the experimental
apparatus is. is unpredictable nature brings the intrinsic
nondeterministic feature to quantum Go.
Once the collapse process nishes, the gamemoves back to
the normal turn. In this way, we are able to simulate a large-
dimensional tensor product state by picking entangled states
and collapse measurements in a time series fashion. is
scheme requires that the entangled states should be identi-
cal and stable. Since the wavelength of the down-converted
photons is tunable via the temperature of the pumped crys-
tal, we manage to lock the temperature within ±5mK by
using a PID controller. Two additional bandpass lters are
used to guarantee the entangled photons spectrally indistin-
guishable. e brightness of the entanglement source is high
enough so that the statistical uctuation of the photon counts
is negligible.
B. Experiment results
We obtain the collapse information of each entangled pho-
ton pair (see Methods) other than the statistical result in a
period of time in our experiment. As shown in Fig.2c, the
outputs of the measurement module are guided into 4 chan-
nels of the time-of-ight storage module. While the output of
each single photon detector includes noises due to the dark
counts of the detector itself and the background from the en-
vironment, the signal of entangled photons can still be well
identied by coincidence measurement with negligible er-
ror. e collapse information of each pair of entangled pho-
tons can be acquired aer seing a proper coincidence time
window (in our experiment, 2ns). e coincidence events of
Channel 1 and Channel 3 (Channel 2 and Channel 4) would
be coded as “1”(“0”).
e entangled photons are continuously produced, which
can compose an innite 0/1 sequence as time ows. e gen-
erated sequence stored as time series data is the random re-
source for the game of quantum Go. A sketch of playing
quantum Go with the quantum stones is shown in Fig.2d. In
the experiment, terabyte of time series data can be acquired
in dozens of hours. e data sampled in 1 hour includes about
N = 108 pairs of entangled states with a total dimension of
Hilbert space up to 2108 , which could support a game with
b√Nc × b√Nc board and the moves up to N . Fig.3a shows
the time-labeled data of four channels in 0.1 seconds pro-
cessed by time-of-ight storage module.
In order to check whether the time series data have some
hidden correlations upon time, we perform the measure-
ments of autocorrelation function. e test results are shown
in Fig.3b-c and Extended Data Fig.2, which give the sample
autocorrelation coecients of the time series generated from
6 dierent quantum states. For a large sample of size N , if
the time series data have no time correlation, the lagged-
correlation coecient should be normally distributed with
a mean value of 0 and a variance of 1/N [32]. e 95%
condence limits are approximately represented as r0.95 =
0 ± 2√
N
. If a series is truly random, there is also 5% chance
for each lagged autocorrelation coecient outside the 95%
condence limits. Fig.3b-c are the correlograms of the tested
5FIG. 4. Experimental demonstration of quantum Go on a 7× 7 board. a, Selected Kifu played on a 7× 7 board. On the lemost board,
there are ve quantum stones. 5 , which is set adjacent to 2 , will cause the quantum stone 2 and 5 to collapse. e rst several moves are
shown on the board. Specically, when placing the 5th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th quantum stones, the collapse
measurements are triggered by the moves. b, e table shows the specic moves, collapse measurement results and the induced intersections
according to the time series data and the players’ choices.
series with N = 200000, r0.95 = ±0.0045. e proportions
of the autocorrelation coecients between the two red lines
are 95.40% (Fig.3b) and 95.68% (Fig.3c) which are all larger
than 95%. It shows that the time series are not autocorre-
lated, that is, the new observations can not be predicted by
all the past observations.
It is quite counter-intuitive that the time series data in a
biased sequence is also unpredictable. For example, if the en-
tangled state is |ψ〉 = 12 |H〉|V 〉 +
√
3
2 |V 〉|H〉, “1” is three
times more than “0” in the generated sequence. However, as
shown in Fig.3c, the time series also passes the autocorrela-
tion test. e collapse measurement result of each entangled
pair cannot be predicted by using the past information. With
the unpredictability endorsed by the inherent randomness of
quantum mechanics, the quantum version of Go behaves as
an ideal nondeterministic game. For ultimate scenarios that
the state |ψ〉τn are tuned to be very biased down to |H〉|V 〉 or
|V 〉|H〉, the quantum version of Go becomes a deterministic
game, where the collapse results have been predicted by the
player who places the stones but will only be exposed to the
other player aer the measurement.
It is inevitable to get the undesired components |H〉|H〉
and |V 〉|V 〉 due to the noises and multi-photon events from
the entanglement source. In our experiment, the visibility is
(NHV + NV H − NHH − NV V )/(NHV + NV H + NHH +
NV V ) = 99.2% for the maximally entangled state [33]. e
quantum state tomography[34] is used to evaluate the en-
tanglement, and the concurrence[35] is up to 0.93. Once the
collapse measurement gives the undesired components, the
players will discard the state and retrieve a new one from the
stored time series data.
C. A demo of quantum Go Kifu
Fig.4 illustrates a Kifu for two players, Alice and Bob, on a
7 × 7 quantum Go board. Alice plays black stones and Bob
plays white stones. At rst, Alice puts 1 on the intersections
F2 and F5. She sets F2 as p1 and F5 as p2 as dened in Eq.(1) in
the quantum Go board, which are kept secret to Bob. en,
Bob puts 2 on B6 (as p1) and B2 (as p2), and the choice of
p1 and p2 is also unknown to Alice. e game proceeds until
Alice puts 5 at D2 (as p1) and B1 (as p2). As B1 is adjacent to
B2, 2 and 5 are within each others detectable area, leading
to the collapse measurement. e measuring order can be
specied as[36]: (1), e stones in the same color with the
6FIG. 5. e complexity of games. a-b, Comparisons of the game tree sizes between the classical and quantum Go on a 3 × 3 board.
c, e classication of games based on their features: deterministic/nondeterministic and perfect/imperfect information. d, A comparison
of dierent games[39] in their (average information sets size) AIS and the number of information sets. e number of information sets
represents the information of all observable states while AIS represents the size of hidden information. e game of Go has the largest
size of state space in classical games, however, it is still a perfect information game. Poker and Mahjong as imperfect information games
are considered more dicult for articial intelligence to solve. e maximum AIS of the quantum Go played on a N × N board can be
calculated (more details in the discussion section): maximum AIS = 2bN×N/8c. e number of information sets of quantum Go is the same
as classical Go, which is 3N×N , since every intersection has three possible states (occupied by white stone, occupied by black stone, and
empty). We experimentally demonstrate that quantum Go has a wide range of AIS which can be adjusted from 0 to 1013 on a 19× 19 board.
Especially, we develop a computer program to play the quantum Go randomly, and the statistical data shows that the AIS approaches to 101
(see Methods). e AIS of the quantum Go played on a 36× 36 board can be up to 1048, which equals to the AIS of Mahjong. In principle,
as we can increase the board size innitely, quantum Go can simulate all games in terms of diculties in the quantum Go regime as shown
in the picture.
last stone being placed (not including the last stone) on the
board rst collapse. (2), e stones in the other color proceed
to collapse measurement. (3), e last stone proceeds to the
nal collapse measurement.
So, 2 is the rst stone to be measured. We illustrate this
game by using the time series data displayed in Fig.3a start-
ing from 0.0295s. As shown in both Fig.3a and Fig.4b, the rst
measurement result of 2 is “0”. e result of “0” (“1”) corre-
sponding to the quantum stone collapses to p1 (p2). Since
Bob sets B6 as p1, 2 collapses to B6. en Alice’s 5 is mea-
sured, the result “0” tells the stone to collapse to D2. Af-
ter the collapse measurement, the game returns to a normal
turn which begins with Bob placing 6 . e game continues,
Fig.4a shows the states of the board when the game should
step into the collapse measurement process.
For the moment when Alice places 17 to occupy B2 and B4,
16 becomes surrounded by four black stones. In classical Go,
16 will be captured in this situation. Since quantum stones
will not occupy neighbors’ liberties, 16 will survive instead.
17 is then measured to be a classical stone and collapses to
B4, leaving B2 empty again. Since Bob becomes aware of
the threat of capturing stone 16 , he puts 18 on B2 as one of
the superposition locations. However, Bob fails to occupy B2
aer 18 collapses to a classical stone. As 19 is put on the
intersections of B2 and F4, the measurement result “0” leads
to the stone collapse to position p1, which is B2. As a result,
19 occupies B2 as a classical stonewhich reduces the only one
liberty remained for 16 and conducts a capture successfully.
Apparently, there exists uncertainty in the defense and aack
in quantumGo due to its nondeterministic feature. e states
of the game do not only depend on the players’ choices but
also the inherent randomness endowed by the nature.
For the ultimate scenario where the state |ψ〉τn is tuned
to be very biased down to |H〉|V 〉, the measurement result
7will all approach to “0” in the time series data. In this situa-
tion, all the game states are determined by players’ choices so
that quantum Go becomes a deterministic game. e players
keep their own private information before all their quantum
stones are measured so that quantum Go becomes an imper-
fect information game. For example, as shown in Fig.4, Bob
puts 2 at B6 and B2, and set B6 as p1. He can predict that 2
will collapse to B6 aer the measurement, but Alice has no
idea about that. In this way, Bob can put 18 at B2 as p1 that
will protect 16 with a high success possibility.
DISCUSSION
With the above game rules and experimental demonstra-
tion, it is intuitively to ask whether the quantum version of
Go surpasses the classical Go in the game complexity, while
the complexity of classical Go is considered to be EXPTIME-
complete[37]. We build a toymodel to compare the game tree
size between the classical and quantum versions of Go. Due
to the superposition principle of quantum mechanics, the
possible moves of quantum Go scale as S =
(
N
2
)
, where N
is the number of unoccupied intersections le on the board.
Fig.5a-b illustrate the game tree size of classical and quan-
tum Go for a 3× 3 board within three steps. We can see that
quantum Go is much more complex than its classical coun-
terpart. With the board size increasing, the complexity of
quantum Go will grow much faster than classical Go, and be-
come impossible to visualize properly. e rigorous relation
between the complexity and the diculty of quantum Go is
still an open question, whichmay inspire new research topics
for mathematics and computer sciences.
antum Go is dierent from all the other nondeterminis-
tic and imperfect information games since it can cover a wide
range of game diculties rather than a single point, which
gives a wide range of benchmarks for articial intelligence.
For comparison, we list quantum Go with a few typical
games with classication in Fig.5c. As a perfect information
game, Go has the largest number of game states among all
classical games. In imperfect information games, average
information sets size (AIS) is used to quantify the private
information in the game[38]. e game with large AIS is
believed to be more challenging than the perfect information
game. e AIS of quantum Go is changeable by tuning the
entangled states. For the ultimate scenario of |H〉|V 〉, the
collapse result depends on the player’s choice solely, and
the quantum Go has the largest AIS. In a 19 × 19 board,
there are 361 intersections to t a maximum number of pairs
up to 90, supposing no collapse. Since each player owns
45 pairs of states, the AIS can be up to 245 ≈ 1013. More
generally, the maximum AIS can be calculated by 2bN×N/8c,
where N ≥ 2. If the state is maximally entangled, then
the collapse results all depend on the quantum mechanics
with inherent randomness. In this case, both players have
no private information in this situation, and their AIS is
0. In the cases where non-maximally entangled states are
adopted, both players’ choices and quantum randomness
will have an impact on the outcome, resulting in the values
of AIS ranging from 0 to 1013 as shown in Fig.5d. We
run the quantum Go games by two bots who choose the
intersections to put their stones randomly. e statistical
results show that the AIS approach to 101 by stochastic
playing (see Methods). In principle, as we can increase the
board size innitely, quantum Go can simulate all games in
terms of diculties in the quantum Go regime.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated the
quantum version of the ancient gameGowith entangled pho-
ton pairs and time series scheme. Experimentally obtained
terabyte of time series data generate a huge dimension of
Hilbert space, and the series obtained in one hour may sup-
port a game with the AIS up to 2108 and the moves up to
108. We have also investigated quantum Go in the regime of
nondeterministic and imperfect information games by tun-
ing the quantum stones from maximally entangled states to
non-maximally entangled states until to product states. Com-
paring a few typical games, we have found that quantum Go
can cover a wide range of game diculties rather than a sin-
gle point, suggesting a versatile and promising platform for
testing new algorithms for articial intelligence.
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METHODS
Rule of ClassicalGo and the comparisonwithantum
Go. ClassicalGo is a game played on a board. e standardGo
board is a square grid of 19 horizontal and 19 vertical lines,
containing 361 intersections. e playing pieces are called
stones that can be placed on the intersections. Classical Go
can also be played on the board of other sizes, for example,
9×9 and 13×13 are common sizes for beginners or for those
who want quick games.
e basic rules of classical Go include:
I. It is played by two players.
II. Two players place their stones on the board alternately
with one using black stones while the other using white ones.
III. In each turn, each player can place one stone on one inter-
section of the board, but they can always choose to do noth-
ing and pass their turn.
IV. e stones cannot be moved once they are placed on cer-
tain intersections, but they can be captured and removed.
V. e game ends when both players pass their turn consec-
utively.
e stones will be captured when completely surrounded
by the other players’ classical stones. We call direct adjacent
(up, down, le, or right) stones are the neighbor stones. e
neighbor stones with the same color form a connected group
of stones. In classical Go, an empty intersection gives a lib-
erty to the neighbor stone or the neighbor stones group. To
stay on the board, a group needs one liberty at least. Filling
the opponent’s liberties is the way to capture his/her stones.
As shown in Extended Data Fig.1a-b, three black stones are
connected, which share two liberties as a group. If there are
two classical white stones placed on the intersections marked
with squares (Extended Data Fig.1a), these black stones are
captured as no liberty is le. While in quantum Go, besides
empty intersections, the intersection occupied by quantum
stones also gives their neighbors liberties (Extended Data
9Fig.1c). Aer the collapse measurement, the quantum stones
will become classical stones.
In quantum Go, if the detectable area of a quantum stone
contains other stones, the quantum stone will be measured.
In this work, we set direct adjacent intersections as the de-
tectable areas (Extended Data Fig.1d), while the detectable
areas can be set to bigger or smaller range which will make
the game features dierent.
e player possesses a larger section of the board will
win the game. e ending condition and scoring system of
quantum Go is similar to classical Go.
antum Go as an imperfect information game. Two
players take turns to place their quantum stones. ey have
to make their strategies at the presence of other quantum
stones, the positions of which are undetermined until being
measured. e existence of quantum stones makes quantum
Go an imperfect information game, which makes it dicult
for players to make strategies. Other than counting the num-
ber of game states, we count the number of information sets
(which is equal to the decision points of the game) in imper-
fect information games[38]. An information set of one player
is a collection of game states amongwhich he/she cannot dis-
tinguish.
In the game state of Move 3 shown in Fig.1a, there are 2
black quantum stones on board which can result in four pos-
sible game states aer the measurement (Fig.1b). e white
player has no idea which state of these black quantum stones
will collapse to, so they are all in one information set which
are indistinguishable for the white player to make strategy
when placing 4 . For example, the rst move can backtrack,
which the black player place 1 on C5 and C3. e black
player sets C5 as p1 and C3 as p2 which is recorded in Fig.1c,
but it is kept secret to the white player. e state of 1 can be
wrien as a1|1〉C5|0〉C3 + a2|0〉C5|1〉C3. While in the view
of the white player, the state can be either a1|1〉C5|0〉C3 +
a2|0〉C5|1〉C3 or a1|1〉C3|0〉C5 + a2|0〉C3|1〉C5.
In each move of the game, n quantum stones of one player
can be represented by a complex vector in the Hilbert space
of 2n dimensions, with 2n possible classical states in the
other’s information sets.
antum stone box. In classicalGo, each player has a stone
box with dierent colors, one in black and the other in white.
In quantum Go, both players can put quantum stones ob-
tained fromone box and get their quantum stone states stored
in the time series data. All the quantum stone states are iden-
tical until they collapse. In this work, we use polarization
entangled photon pairs as the quantum stones for both play-
ers to demonstrate the scheme. Here we dene |H〉 = |1〉
and |V 〉 = |0〉. As shown in Fig.2a, we generate the po-
larization entangled photon pairs through type-II sponta-
neous parametric down conversion[40]. We use the quasi-
phase-matched periodically-poledKTiOPO4 (PPKTP) crys-
tal and the crystal is bi-directionally pumped in a Sagnac in-
terferometer. e 405nm pump laser rst passes through a
combination of a polarizing beamsplier(PBS), a half wave
plate(HWP) and quarter wave plate(QWP). A superposition
state of the pump laser cos θ|1〉 + eiφ sin θ|0〉 can be pre-
pared by the combination of HWP and QWP.e pump laser
passes through a dichroic mirror, which transmits the ultra-
violet light and reects the infrared light. e pump laser is
guided into a Sagnac-loop which consists of a PPKTP crystal,
a dual-wavelength PBS and a dual-wavelength HWP (set at
45 degree). e PBS divides the pump laser into two direc-
tions (the clockwise and the counterclockwise) and are all fo-
cused into the PPKTP crystal. e down-converted photons
generated by the two dierent directions interfere at the PBS
and become indistinguishable through careful alignment of
the Sagnac interferometer. e interferometer generates the
following entangled state,
|ψ〉 = cos θ|1〉|0〉+ eiφ sin θ|0〉|1〉. (4)
By tuning the parameters θ and φ, we can engineer the state
into dierent quantum stones to investigate quantum Go in
the regime of nondeterministic and imperfect information
games. When θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦, we get the maximally
entangled states, and when θ = 0◦, φ = 90◦, the state
becomes separable.
Time-of-ight record and storage of quantum stones.
In this experiment, we measure the single-photon events
with high time precision. As shown in Fig.2b, aer the polar-
ization information is measured by the PBSs, the photons are
directed into four single photon detectors respectively. e
four output channels connect the FPGA(Field Programmable
Gate Array) in the time-of-ight storage module(Fig.2c).
Time-of-ight is a method usually used to measure the dis-
tance between an object and a sensor, by recording and calcu-
lating the time dierence between dierent light paths[41].
In this work, we use the time-of-ight technique at single
photon level. e tremendous data of arrival time of each
photon will be transmied and recorded, which used to be
considered as an intractable task. With high-performance
FPGA, high-speed digital transmission technique and pro-
cessing soware, the time-of-ight record of signal photons
in dierent channels can be stored as time-labelled data. e
coincidence events of correlated photon pairs can be ex-
tracted by seing the coincidence window and proper time
delay of dierent channels.
e coincidence events are encoded into a 0/1 sequence
which has the inherent randomness, because the measure-
ment result of one entangled pair can not be speculated by
the results of all the other entangled pairs produced by the
same photon source. To demonstrate it, we calculate the
autocorrelation function of the time series data of dierent
entangled states (Extended Data Fig.2).
e autocorrelation function of time series. Autocorre-
lation, also called as serial correlation or lagged correlation,
is the correlation of a series with a lagged copy of itself. If a
time series is autocorrelated, the series is predictable as the
futures value has a relation with the past values. Many phys-
ical time series are autocorrelated, as inertia in the physical
system makes the past states aect the present state. How-
ever, the quantum time series is an exception.
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If there are two time series x and y with
length N , the correlation coecient is given by
r =
∑N
t=1(xt−x¯)(yt−y¯)
[
∑N
t=1 (xt−x¯)2]
1
2 [
∑N
1 (yt−y¯)2]
1
2
. e correlation co-
ecient of the successive observations in one time series
is similar, which is computed between the series and
its lagged copy by k units(1 < k < N , k ∈ N). e
autocorrelation function is a function of time lag and
the autocorrelation coecient at lag k can be expressed
as rk =
∑N−k
t=1 (xt−x¯(1))(xt+k−x¯(2))
[
∑N−k
t=1 (xt−x¯(1))2]
1
2 [
∑N
t=k+1 (xt−x¯(2))2]
1
2
, where
x¯(1) represents the mean of rst N − k observations
and x¯(2) is the mean of last N − k observations. If N is
reasonably large and N  k, rk can be approximated by
r =
∑N−k
t=1 (xt−x¯)(xt+k−x¯)∑N
t=1 (xt−x¯)2
, where x¯ is the mean of the overall
observations.
If a time series x is random, the lagged autocorrelation co-
ecients rk are normally distributed with a mean value of 0
and a variance of 1/N , whereN is the sample size. e 95%
condence limits approximate 0± 2√
N
.
We calculate lagged autocorrelation coecients of the
time series obtained from dierent entangled states. e
size of the test sample is N = 200000 and the lags are from
1 to 10000. As shown Extended Data Fig.2a, two red lines
are the 95% condence limits, which are calculated to be
± 2√
200000
= ±0.0045. ere are 10000 data points in the
diagram and 490 data points are outside the two red lines,
which has a proportion of 4.9%. e data distribution is
shown in the right insert graph, the test data outside the
95% condence limits is all less than 5%, which means that
the time series is not autocorrelated.
Stochastically playing quantum Go. e human-played
Kifu is lacking for quantum Go. Here we develop bots to play
the game, which can produce a large number of Kifu in a
short time. In this work, the bots are two naive bots who
stochastically place the stones, which is enough to get the
statistical data of games. In the future work, the bots will
evolve by self-playing using reinforcement learning.
e number of quantum stones on the board determines
the size of the information sets of each move. e AIS (aver-
age information sets size) Savg.infoset, which is a metric for
imperfect information games, can be calculated by the av-
erage number of quantum stones on board. e bigger the
AIS is, the more imperfect information the game has. As
the number of legal moves in each game is uncertain, we use
SNavg.infoset to represent the AIS when the game ends with
N moves.
Extended Data Fig.3a illustrates the number of quantum
stones in 10 games. Qi is the number of quantum stones on
the board in move i. e maximum Qi indicates that in gen-
eral there are at most tens of quantum stones on the board
for a 19×19 stochastic game. While almost allQi = 0 when
i > 180, which indicates the quantum stones will be mea-
sured right aer being placed in the late game, as there are
not many free intersections le.
As each player’s information sets are decided by the other
player’s quantum stones, we count the number of quantum
stones in dierent colors before calculating the information
sets size. e black(white) player places the stones only in
the odd(even) number moves, so we calculate the average
number of black(white) quantum stones at odd(even) num-
ber moves respectively. e average number of the white
quantum stones at move N (when N is an even number) is
QNavg = (
∑N
2
i=0Q2i)/(
N
2 + 1). e average number of the
black quantum stones at moveN (whenN is an odd number)
is QNavg = (
∑N+1
2
i=1 Q2i−1)/(
N+1
2 ). e average information
sets size is: SNavg.infoset =
(
2
1
)QN−1avg .
Extended Data Fig.3b-c show the average number of the
white and black quantum stones. e insert gures give the
statistical values for 150 games, the blue dots are the mean
value and the gray bars are the standard deviations. e av-
erage number of the black quantum stone is slightly larger
than the white quantum stone (Extended Data Fig.3d), which
leads to the average information sets size of the white player
slightly larger than the black player (Extended Data Fig.3e).
It means in quantumGo, the black player not only has the ad-
vantage of moving rst, but also has the advantage of making
strategies. e game can be balanced by seing the proper
compensation points which is called komi in classical Go.
e result of stochastic moves shows AIS can reach 101 for a
19× 19 board.
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Extended Data Fig. 1. e liberties and detectable area. a, e three black stones are connected together, which has two liberties on the
intersections marked with squares. b, If a stone or the group of connected stones has no liberty, they will be captured. c, one may intend to
place a quantum stone to capture the other’s stones. But it won’t work as quantum stone will not occupy the liberties of neighbors’ stones.
Once the quantum stone is placed on intersections that have neighbors, it will be measured and collapse to be a classical stone. Aer the
measurement, there are two possible classical game states. d, In this work, the detectable area of a quantum stone is the direct adjacent (up,
down, le and right) intersections.
Extended Data Fig. 2.e correlograms for 4 dierent entangled states. a, e proportion of “0” and “1” are expected to be 2 : 3 in the
time series generated from the entangled state |ψ〉 =
√
2
5
|H〉|V 〉+
√
3
5
|V 〉|H〉. While successive observations of the time series are also
not correlated. e le graph is the scaerplot with lagged autocorrelation coecients. e two red lines give the 95% condence limits
for the series that being not autocorrelated. e histograms on the right give the distribution of these coecients. It is shown that 95.10%
coecients are inside two red lines which is beyond the 95% condence limits. b-d, e correlograms of the other three entangled states.
e time series are all not autocorrelated with high condence.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Statistical data of stochastically playing. a, Ten-games samples of quantum Go. In each move, the number of
quantum stones is counted. Aer 175 moves, there are almost no quantum stones on board. b-c, the number of white/black quantum
stones on board of each move. e insert graph shows the statistical result (blue dots are the mean values and the grey error bars are the
standard deviations). d, the average number of quantum stones QNavg on board. e, the average information set scale SNavg.infoset is also a
function of move N . e SNavg.infoset for black(white) is calculated at odd(even) moves, as black(white) only plays at odd(even) moves.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: QUANTUM GO MACHINE
A COMPLETE KIFU
Some readers may be interested in the game of quantum
Go, and want to play it with a quick start. So we provide a
complete Kifu in Kifu.dat(Can be opened with any text edi-
tor). Hundreds of moves in the Kifu will make readers famil-
iar with the rules of the game.
In addition to the game states, the number of stones
and the average information sets size are also given in
each move. e average number of white quantum stones
at move N (when N is an even number) is QNavg =
(
∑N
2
i=0Q2i)/(
N
2 + 1). e average number of black quan-
tum stones at move N (when N is an odd number) is QNavg =
(
∑N+1
2
i=1 Q2i−1)/(
N+1
2 ). e average information sets size is:
SNavg.infoset =
(
2
1
)QN−1avg . In the following, We use some game
states to illustrate how to calculate these parameters by using
these formulas.
e rst four moves of a game played by the bots are
shown in Fig.S1. ere is no stone on the board at the start
(Q0avg = 0), so S1avg.infoset =
(
2
1
)0
= 1 for the black
player (as the black player rst to play). Aer move 1, there
is one black quantum stone on the board (Q1avg = 1), so
S2avg.infoset = 2 for the white player who is next to play.
Aer move 2, there is one white quantum stone on board.
So the average number of white quantum stones on board
is (0 + 1)/2 = 0.5, and S3avg.infoset = 1.4 for the black
player in move 3. In the same way, we can calculate that
S4avg.infoset = 2.8 and S5avg.infoset = 2.
In each turn, one quantum stone will be added to the
board if no player passes, while the number of quantum
stones will reduce when the collapse measurement takes
place. In Fig.S2a, white10 is placed on C16 and L10 which
causes the collapse measurement. Aer the measurement,
there remains 4 white quantum stones on board, so Q10avg =
(
∑5
i=0Q2i)/(5 + 1) = (4 +
∑4
n=0 n)/6 =
7
3 and
S11avg.infoset =
(
2
1
) 7
3 = 5.04.
In quantum Go, the rule of capturing stones is similar to
classical Go. In Fig.S2c-d, the white classical stone on A1 is
captured aer the black quantum stone [B1,B10] becoming a
classical stone that seled on B1. e self-capture rule and
the Ko rule are also included in quantum Go, which is the
same as classical Go.
As the games played by the naive bots, the boards of nal
states are almost lled with no legal intersections remaining
to place the stones. e games ended as two bots pass the
turns successively. In hundreds runs of games, the bots end
the games in 400-600 moves. Fig.S3 shows the nal board
state of one game. e winner is the black player, which has
a winning margin with 50 points, when using area scoring
and komi=0. Usually, komi will be set as 6.5 or 7.5 in classical
Go, since the black player has an advantage to place stone
rst. But in the game of stochastically playing, there is lile
advantage for the black player. In 150 stochastic games, black
wins 76 games when komi is 0.
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Figure S1: e average information sets size for the rst four moves of a game. Upper case X represents black quantum stone while
O represents white quantum stone. Lower case x represents black classical stone while o represents white classical stone. Dots represent
the empty intersections. a, In move 1, aer the black player places a quantum stone on D17 and M17, there is one black quantum stone on
the board(Q1avg = 1), so S2avg.infoset =
(
2
1
)1
= 2 for the white player who is next to play. b, Aer the white player places a quantum
stone on J10 and J17 in move 2, there are two quantum stones (one black and one white) on the board. So the average number of white
quantum stones on board is (
∑ 2
2
n=0Q2i)/(
2
2
+ 1) = (0 + 1)/2 = 0.5, and S3avg.infoset =
(
2
1
)0.5
= 1.4 for the black player in move 3. c,
ere are 2 black quantum stones on the board aer black3 is placed, the average number of black quantum stones on board is
(
∑ 3+1
2
i=1 Q2i−1)/(
3+1
2
) = (1 + 2)/2 = 1.5. e information set size for the white player in move 4 is S4avg.infoset =
(
2
1
)1.5
= 2.8. d, In
the same way, S5avg.infoset =
(
2
1
)1
= 2 for the black player.
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Figure S2: Collapse measurement and stone capture. a-b, In Move 10, the white quantum stone is placed on C16 and L10, which causes
the collapse measurement. Two stones are measured, the white quantum stone(on [C16, L10]) is collapse to L10, and the black quantum
stone(on [B19, L11]) is collapse to L11. Aer the measurement, there remains 4 black quantum stones and 4 white stones on the board. e
average number of white quantum stones until this move is Q10avg = (
∑5
i=0Q2i)/(5 + 1)= (4 +
∑4
n=0 n)/6 =
7
3
, and
S11avg.infoset =
(
2
1
) 7
3 = 5.04. c-d, e black quantum stone is placed on B1 and B10 and collapses to B1 as a classical stone aer the
measurement. It lls up the liberties of the classical white stone on A1, which makes the stone been captured.
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Figure S3: A nal board state.e game ends as the two players pass the turns consecutively. e winner is the black player and winning
margin is 50 points when using area scoring and komi = 0.
